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Hand-Split Shingle Siding
Rustic, Rough-Hewn Looks,
Low-Maintenance Ease
Your house should reflect your style, and if you love the warm,
rustic look of hand-hewn cedar shingles, Heritage Cedar Hand-Split
Shingle Siding is the ideal choice. The random shingle pattern
and staggered butt edge — modeled after actual hand-split cedar
shingles — gives any home head-turning curb appeal without the
messy maintenance hassles required by real wood.
Perfect for adding dramatic accents to key architectural details,
or for finishing your whole home, these richly textured panels add
drama that’s easy to live with.

Performance
Nominal .100" thick panels for superior durability and dent
resistance — over twice as thick as ordinary vinyl siding
 xclusive patent pending UpRight Locking System
E
for easy, secure vertical installation
™

• Extra thick nail hem that helps withstand high winds
• Mid-Span Locking Tab ensures a secure fit across
the entire wall
• “Straight-up” lock feature provides a smooth and secure
installation between windows and narrow spaces

Hand-Split Shingle offered in a Double 9-3/8" profile
	Color-through construction provides life-long vibrancy
without the need to paint or stain
Withstands winds up to 190 mph*

Style
	Random shingle pattern and staggered butt edge creates the
look of real hand-split cedar shingles
	Realistic wood grain texture on all exposed surfaces,
including the areas between shingles and on shingle ends
	Available in 15 beautiful colors, including two
realistic premium variegated colors and four deep,
dark and dramatic Scenic Scapes colors

Solid Color

®

	Beautiful seamless application that includes
coordinating corner posts

Dependability

Variegated
Color

	Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty
	Virtually maintenance-free
* Tested in accordance with ASTM D5206. Wind speed rating will vary depending on specific code region
and construction method. Refer to local building codes for detailed requirements concerning allowable
wind loads and specific conversion tables for actual wind speed.

Scenic
Scapes
Color

profile

Hand-Split Shingle Siding
Matching Corner Post
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Colors with style that lasts
With 15 distinctive colors there is
sure to be one to match your style.
Select a classic solid color, a Scenic
Scapes rich, deep color or one of the
variegated options that simulate the
look of hand stained wood.

Classic Cream

®

Dover White

Georgian Gray

Cabin Cedar

Graphite Gray

Cottage Gray

Irish Thistle

Island Pearl
Granite
Natural Almond
River Bend

Sedona Red

Willow

Sandy Tan

Stone Mountain Clay
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Perfection Shingle Siding
Stunning, Classic Warmth for
the Low-Maintenance Lifestyle
Making your home your own is all about the details. That special
mailbox. That unique flower box. The warm texture of cedar
shingles. With Heritage Cedar Perfection Shingle Siding, you
can have the great looks of cedar shingles without all of the
maintenance headaches. Textured and spaced to look like the real
thing, you can add low-maintenance beauty to your entire house
or you can emphasize key architectural elements. Get the look you
want with durability that lasts season after season.

Performance
Nominal .100" thick panels for superior durability and dent
resistance — over twice as thick as ordinary vinyl siding
 xclusive patent pending UpRight Locking System
E
for easy, secure vertical installation
™

• Extra thick nail hem that helps withstand high winds
• Mid-Span Locking Tab ensures a secure fit across
the entire wall
• “Straight-up” lock feature provides a smooth and secure
installation between windows and narrow spaces

	Perfection Shingle offered in a Double 7" Profile
	Color-through construction provides life-long vibrancy
without the need to paint or stain
Withstands winds up to 210 mph*

Style
	Random shingle pattern creates the look of
individual real cedar shingles
	Realistic wood grain texture on all exposed
surfaces, including the areas between shingles
and on shingle ends
	Available in 15 beautiful colors, including two
realistic premium variegated colors and four deep,
dark and dramatic Scenic Scapes colors

Heritage
Cedar

Competitor

®

Solid Color

	Beautiful seamless application that includes
coordinating corner posts

Dependability

Variegated
Color

	Limited Lifetime Transferable Warranty
	Virtually maintenance-free
* Tested in accordance with ASTM D5206. Wind speed rating will vary depending on specific code region
and construction method. Refer to local building codes for detailed requirements concerning allowable
wind loads and specific conversion tables for actual wind speed.

Scenic
Scapes
Color

Perfection Shingle Siding
Matching Corner Post

Colors with style that lasts
With 15 distinctive colors there is
sure to be one to match your style.
Select a classic solid color, a Scenic
Scapes rich, deep color or one of the
variegated options that simulate the
look of hand stained wood.

Classic Cream

®

Dover White

Georgian Gray

Cabin Cedar

Cottage Gray

Graphite Gray

Irish Thistle

Island Pearl
Granite

River Bend

Natural Almond

Sedona Red

Sandy Tan

Willow

Stone Mountain Clay
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Round-Cut Siding
Durable, low-maintenance charm.
Heritage Cedar Round Cut Siding provides the
authentic look of “fishscale” shingles without
the expense or hassle of wood. And, because
it’s from Variform, you know you’ll get the
performance, style and durability you’ve come
to expect.

Classic Cream

Performance
	Nominal .080" thick panels for superior
durability and dent resistance — twice as
thick as ordinary vinyl siding
	Color-through construction provides lifelong vibrance

Dover White

	Withstands winds up to 180 mph*

Style
	Realistic wood grain texture on all exposed
surfaces including the area between shingles
and shingle ends

Georgian Gray

	Beautiful seamless application
	Available in 8 contemporary colors

Graphite Gray

Dependability
	Limited Lifetime Transferable
Warranty
	Virtually maintenance-free

Island Pearl

* Tested in accordance with ASTM D5206. Wind speed rating will
vary depending on specific code region and construction method.
Refer to local building codes for detailed requirements concerning allowable
wind loads and specific conversion tables for actual wind speed.

Natural Almond

Sandy Tan

Stone Mountain Clay
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Why Choose Variform?
Variform sets the industry bar for vinyl siding.
Variform is the first vinyl siding company to create variegated technology, manufacture a double-staggered nail
hem and produce a rollover locking leg for rigidity and stability. With over 40 years of innovative firsts, we are
one of the nation’s oldest vinyl siding manufacturers.
®

Variform equals excellence.

Variform inspires confidence.

Our vinyl siding is manufactured using the highest
quality materials. Our patented, proprietary
technology delivers superior durability and
performance. And our vinyl siding must pass an
exacting 35-point quality standards checklist.

Variform products are designed and manufactured
to be virtually maintenance free for years to come.
Unlike wood, oriented strand board (OSB), or
fiber cement, Variform vinyl siding never needs
painting and is impervious to moisture. This means
no painting, scraping or replacing boards—just a
minimal amount of care will keep your home exterior
looking like new. A Limited Lifetime Transferable
Warranty , one of the best in the business, backs our
vinyl siding.

Variform means consistency.
Our colors, textures and finishes are proven to “hold”
over time, from carton to carton, year after year. And
we believe in developing our products for the long run.
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1

Certain limitations apply. See Variform Warranty Brochure for details.
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Beauty and Performance for Your Home and Our Planet
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Variform by Ply Gem can help you meet your sustainable building goals and earn points in leading green
building certification programs. Our products offer features that positively contribute to sustainable building
practices, improved energy efficiency or lifecycle benefits of homes. All are important aspects of sustainable
building and reflect Variform’s contribution to the Ply Gem Enviro initiative.

		 Sustainable Resources:

		 Energy Efficiency:

Our aluminum products
are made from an alloy that
contains recycled content.
Ply Gem facilities reuse and
recycle All post-product scrap
material, pallets and packaging
material, reducing raw material
needs and landfill use.

Variform Heritage Cedar
Shingle and Round-Cut Siding
is lighter weight per square than
other cladding options, so it
requires less fuel to transport.
Less fuel used means less
pollution.
Variform CSL 600 Insulated
Vinyl Siding adds up to an
additional R4 of insulation
to exterior walls, increasing
overall wall system R-Value by
®

up to 26%.

		 Lifecycle Benefits:
Variform Heritage Cedar
Shingle and Round-Cut Siding
is durable and requires no site
finish.
When installed properly and
under normal use, our products
should never require painting or
staining. They won’t crack, peel,
blister, or rot.
All of our aluminum accessories
are easily recyclable. In fact,
at the end of its lifecycle in
building applications, 100% of
the aluminum can be recycled.

Leed For Homes — Possible Points
0

61

Leed New Construction — Possible Points
2

26

Nahb Standards — Possible Points
6 - 21

42

This Product has been Green Approved
by the NAHB Research Center.
This means you can be assured that this
product complies with specific green practice
criteria in the National Green Building Standard. Visit
www.GreenApprovedProducts.com for details.
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Rainware, Fascia, Soffit

Accent Panels

Accessories

Columns

Shutters, Vents, Mounting Blocks

Gutter Protection

Finish your home, your way.
Beauty truly is in the details. That’s why Variform offers a full line of matching
accessories in a variety of colors and styles to complete the look of your home.
From corners to columns, guttering to soffits, door surrounds to fascia, Variform has all the
details you need to define the look you want for your home. And with our enhancements
— Leaf Relief gutter protection, Monticello Columns and Richwood exterior finishings
®

®

®

— you’ll enjoy worry-free maintenance and a beautiful finish down to the last detail.
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